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Los Angeles–Another beautiful day in So Cal. Sorry to keep blabbing on about the weather but,

man, since leaving Miami I’ve been desperate for some real winter sunshine (not that fake Atlanta

sun where you see it but it has nothing to do with the actual temperature). I thought I would get

some real weather in Dallas but of course they had record snow. So, yeah, I’ve been soaking in the

So Cal sun.

I’m sure the Hawks have, too, but Woody likes the way they’ve been working while on the clock.

The Hawks ran and ran and ran on Monday, then went hard again Tuesday. If any Hawks came

back from the break lethargic, Woody shook em out of it.

“Guys are focused and there’s been no whining for all the running and stuff we’ve done,” Woodson

said. “Everybody is just doing what they have to do.”

Hawks won't have to deal with him again.

(nba.com)

— The Clippers traded Marcus Camby to Portland for Travis Outlaw and Steve Blake  during

the day Tuesday and then lost at Portland that night. Camby didn’t play for Portland and Blake and

Outlaw didn’t play for the Clippers though those two are expected to be available vs. the Hawks

tonight.

You might recall it was Camby’s 20 rebounds, not All-Star Chris Kaman’s unconscious 7-for-21

gunning, that gave the Hawks the most trouble during that hard-fought 103-97 victory on Feb. 3.

Apparently neither Camby nor his old Clippers teammates are happy he’s gone to Portland.

Clippers GM Mike Dunleavy said the Clippers could make another deal before tomorrow’s

deadline.
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– According to statistician Harvey Pollack, Hawks players missed 14 games due to injury before

the All-Star break, the lowest total in the league. Only four Hawks players have sat out games with

injuries, the second-lowest total behind Minnesota’s three. Pollack, the director of statistical

information for the 76ers, annually produces the “NBA Statistical Yearbook” so his stuff is gold.

This tidbit brings us back to Stan Van Gundy’s contention last month that the Hawks have had “no

adversity whatsoever” when it comes to injuries. I’m thinking you should knock on wood, Hawks

people. And don’t blame me if a Hawks player pulls up lame tonight.

– Zaza is mourning his Georgian countryman, Nodar Kumaritashvili, the luger who died during an

Olympic training accident on Friday. He said he didn’t know Nodar but his wife did, and that such

connections are not uncommon in a country with a population of 4.3 million.

“It’s a small country, so it felt like my friend died,” Zaza said. “Just like me, when he is outside the

country he is representing the country, especially at the Olympics. I can imagine how excited he

was. It’s so sad.”

– Slam highlights ‘Nique’s All-Star weekend. ‘Nique loves the kids.

Late adds:

– As Najeh and other blog people note below, the Cavs have agreed in principle to a three-way

trade that gets them Antawn Jamison and Sebastian Telfair. It looks like Cavs got tired of waiting

on the Suns to pull trigger on a deal for Amare Stoudemire and moved on to Jamison, who is the

so-called “stretch four” they’ve sought.

Like Amare, Jamison isn’t a tough, defensive-minded type but he doesn’t need to share the post

with Shaq and he’s another guy to convert those open looks created by LeBron. Yep, the Cavs are

scary good.

– Almost forgot this disclosure: I’ll be flying with the team to Phoenix after tonight’s game and also

on to San Francisco and Salt Lake. It’s not the normal procedure for newspaper writers, at least not

for the last three decades or so, but it’s something the AJC is trying on a trial basis for this trip. If

not for this arrangement I wouldn’t be here due to the significant costs involved with sending a

writer on the road. The Hawks didn’t like that, so that started a conversation with my bosses about

getting me on their plane. We’ll see how it goes.

I still plan to cover the team like normal but it’s something you need to know. That is all.

– Talk amongst yourselves, Hawks fans.

MC
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